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in making electoral decisions but also in discussing things with their kids.”
The cynics among us would argue that
bringing this idea to fruition requires the optimism of an Eagle Scout. (Could the protocol of such debates guard against politicians’
habits of cherry-picking scientific facts at
their own convenience? Would the public be
willing to educate themselves enough to actually follow the content of the debates?) Yet the
assumption that a well-informed people will
act in its country’s best interest is fundamental
to the ideals of Jeffersonian democracy. The
solutions Otto suggests require a great deal
of dedication and optimism. Nonetheless,
the problems he identiﬁes are quite real. Fool
Me Twice offers a compelling consideration
of the United States’ political estrangement
from science. One would very much like to
attend to Otto’s equally compelling hopes.
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wondering how we will feed so many. One population workers in developing countries
rarely hears other important concerns sur- are similarly convincing and inspiring. These
rounding the continuing increase in our num- lead one to the hopeful conclusion that as
bers—such as whether our resource use will conditions for women improve, so will their
permit the survival of other species, whether ability to manage the size of, and provide
essential resources (for example, clean water) better lives for, their families.
will remain available following the complete
I had hoped for an equally inspiring tale
anthropogenic alteration of Earth’s systems, about how to tackle other aspects of the
and how our focus on consumption and eco- human population problem, those of connomic growth amplifies human impacts sumption and an overwhelming focus on
above and beyond our simple requirements economic growth in developed countries.

The Underlying Issue
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Here, however, the challenges are greater,
and the ﬁlm leaves us without concrete solutions. Fauchere marshals interviews with
ecologists, economists, and sociologists to
convincingly argue that developed economies are based on consumption and, further,
that as developing countries improve their
quality of life, they too enter into a consumption economy. All people deserve an equal
quality of life, but the unfortunate truth
is that Earth cannot sustain a developedcountry level of consumption for billions of
people. As pointed out in the ﬁlm, it would
take all the resources of 10 Earths to support
the current global human population at the
consumption level of the United States.
The question of how humanity will
equalize living conditions across the globe
for a growing population while still maintaining the ecological systems we depend on
is monumental and overwhelming. Mother
does not provide us with answers. Instead,
the ﬁlm suggests that the daunting nature of
the solution may explain why we choose to
ignore many of the harshest truths about the
population problem.
The ﬁlm compellingly argues that a fair
and just solution is likely to only be found in
a complete refocusing of our priorities and
societies. Speciﬁcally, we must value diversity, human and biological, over the gross
national product and human solidarity over
competition. Although Fauchere does not
show us how to get to this point, Mother
leaves viewers with a ray of hope that humanity has the potential to reach such a state. It
will also convince them that to do so we must
not be afraid to reengage with the population issue and that the time for such renewed
engagement is now.
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